NEW HABITAT, NEW HOME

The Bayside Canning Co. in Alviso has been the home of SFBBO since its beginning, in 1981. When the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge was created in 1972, the cannery was included in the acquisition, originally intended as a south bay education center. Refuge personnel later gave the fledgling SFBBO permission to set up shop on the ground floor of the cannery itself; that space was only relinquished to the flood waters of 1983, forcing Observatory volunteers and staff to move upstairs, into a room that formerly served as a dormitory for cannery workers. In 2000, the main, cavernous space of the cannery was condemned and once again, the refuge generously provided SFBBO with a home, allowing us to place an office trailer on the concrete pad behind the cannery itself.

The Refuge is seeking to acquire viable habitat in trade for the cannery property. We are very grateful for the years of cooperation with the Refuge that have provided a home for the Observatory. Now it's time to search in earnest for SFBBO's new home.

A new larger, more accessible space will allow SFBBO to fulfill far more of the original goals envisioned by our founding Board in 1981. Our new home will ideally be close to the south Bay shoreline, with access to birding trails, wetland habitat and restoration activities. Our extensive collection of journals and monographs will be properly shelved and available to our membership and students, in accordance with the wishes of the two primary contributors, Dr. Howard Cogswell and the late Dr. Mewaldt. Visitors will be welcomed in an interpretive area designed to introduce them to not only the world of south bay birds but also to the historic restoration underway on the south Bay. The SFBBO Membership will have a place to meet, to record birding notes and pause to read the latest birding publications. A conference room will serve as a classroom for volunteer training and public information meetings. Staff workspaces will be spacious and technologically up-to-date. Interns, grad students and visiting researchers will have workspace, library and computer access to make meaningful contributions to the restoration.

Our need for a new home coincides exactly with another home renovation project, the South Bay Restoration Project. San Francisco Bay is about to undergo the largest wetlands restoration in the west, on a similar scale to the Everglades. More than 15,000 acres of salt ponds will eventually be restored to tidal marsh, or become managed for wildlife. As the restoration planning unfolds, the gaps in our knowledge and our ability to fund the answers are becoming apparent and the restoration outcomes not at all certain. In April of this year, the Project's National Science Panel stated that "few funds remain for actually conducting the studies and gathering essential information that provide critical scientific input..."
What's new in the landbird program...

2004 has been an exciting year of beginnings for SFBBO’s landbird program. We’ve begun two brand new projects, one relatively short term and the other extending into the next few years: ‘Streamside Songbirds at Gilroy Hot Springs’ and ‘Birds and Power Lines’. We are collecting data for the Streamside Songbird project until next May and for the Birds and Power Lines for two more years.

For the Streamside Songbirds project, we are assessing the presence of bird species during breeding, migration, and winter seasons along Coyote Creek’s riparian corridor on property owned by the Santa Clara County Open Space Authority (SCCOSA). We want to know what species are using the land, and for what purpose. For example, what species depend on this land to raise their families, or what species depend on the land as a winter home. The property is near Coyote Lake Reservoir and Henry W. Coe State Park, along Gilroy Hot Springs Road. We spend two mornings per month there conducting area search surveys on our nine plots, looking for birds in a defined area, usually around 7 acres in size, for a fixed amount of time (twenty minutes for this project). After our study, SCCOSA will have a better idea of how this land serves as a resource to Bay Area wildlife, and how that can be maintained in the future. The results of this study will aid in land management decisions along upper Coyote Creek.

When you walk by a power line, what do you see? And what do you think? You might be annoyed. You might be thankful for the electricity they provide. You might wonder if they’re really necessary. Or, the lines might simply blend in with the urban landscape. When out in an open space, or driving, have you ever watched a bird maneuver around these lines? Ever wonder if they’re going to make it? Thanks to a new project, SFBBO gets to find out.

The Birds and Power Lines project is an exciting chance to examine the impact of man-made structures on bird populations. Specifically, we are assessing the effectiveness of marked vs. unmarked power lines on preventing bird strikes for lines located around and near the Coyote Creek Field Station. The study is focused on birds striking the lines, as opposed to birds suffering electrocution from power lines. Electrocution only occurs if the bird were to hit two wires simultaneously. The fiber optic line along the top of the poles runs over the lines actually carrying the power. In an effort to prevent birds from striking the lines, every other segment of fiber optic line is marked with a thick plastic yellow spiral running parallel and surrounding the wire (See Fig 1). SFBBO is looking at whether or not these yellow markers are actually working.

Once per week, we search for dead or injured birds around and directly under these power lines. Four times per month around sunrise and sunset (and at night in the near future), we watch bird behavior as they approach the lines and we record whether they fly through, under, or over them or turn and go back the way they came after seeing the lines.

We will later add a radar component to help us focus our carcass searching efforts and nighttime behavior studies around high bird movement times. A mobile radar ornithology lab will help us see where the majority of bird movement is and if there is a concentration of movement over particular lines, particularly during migration. The mobile lab is a van with radar on top, connected to a computer inside that shows us what the radar is picking up. We also hope to use our bird banding data to give us a better and after picture of the effects of these lines on the bird populations captured at CCFS.

So far we have a wonderful team of volunteers who come help us on both of these projects, but we do need more. Bird identification skills aren’t a requirement for volunteers - many of our needs require only observational and data recording skills, plus they are a great introduction to bird identification and the work SFBBO does. We need more data recorders on behavior survey days and area search days, and more carcass searchers. Since the rainy season is upon us, we have a greater need for volunteers to assist on make-up days after we cancel due to rain. If you are interested in helping out or would like more information please contact Gina Barton at gbarton@sfbbo.org.

We are in the process of collecting data, but will keep you informed on the results of our studies when they are complete. However, anyone who volunteers with the projects will get an up-close and personal view of what is going on out there. So the next time you drive or walk past a power line, notice if there are any markers on them, and what the birds are doing around the lines. And then, come out to work with the biologists and other volunteers to take a closer look at what’s really going on around the lines. You’ll never look at a power line the same way again.

~Gina Barton
Biologist
CHECK OUT THESE NEW PUBLICATIONS

New, upcoming publications from the Waterbird Department. Where you can find SFBBBO in the world...

Apparent hybrids between the American avocet and black-necked stilt in California. J. Morlan, R.E. Dakin, and J. Rosso.

western snowy plover surveys. The publication compares plumage and foraging behavior of the avostuits/stavocets to a known hybrid from the San Francisco Zoo hatched in 1971. For more information see also:
http://www.sfbbbo.org/stavocet.htm

Waterbirds, in press, expected release date December 2004.

We analyzed data on numbers of breeding terns and gulls and annual trends based on censuses of all colonies of the Caspian tern, Forster’s tern, and California gull in the San Francisco Bay estuary from 1982 to 2003. The long-term data discussed in the paper provides some insight into recommendations for the salt pond restorations. We recommend that south bay salt pond restoration plans include the creation of sizeable tracts of islands specifically designed to provide nesting habitat for these terns.


SFBBBO and the Refuge monitored the Pacific coast western snowy plover breeding population on the Don Edwards San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge and the California Dept. of Fish and Game Eden Landing Ecological Reserve. We estimated nest and reproductive success, and assessed predator presence. For more information and data on the 2003 season, see: http://www.sfbbbo.org/plover.htm Updates for 2004 nesting season coming soon to the website.
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to development of the restoration alternatives.” Clearly we need additional support for the science necessary to bring about our restoration goals. We need to leverage the graduate students and academic capacity of our local universities.

If our best scientists are challenged by the magnitude and significance of the restoration, the public is even further from understanding the struggles, successes and the role the restoration will play in Bay Area history. Miles of trails will allow the public to visit wild places they have never imagined existing in their own region, and to view wildlife with which they may have no prior experience or context of understanding. Again, the NSP stated: “It is clear that major opportunities for the well being of the community maybe missed by neglecting to adequately anchor the restoration in either a broad historical context or a context that provides an environmental setting for the Bay Area community at large.”

SFBBBO is poised to function as the Project’s primary independent science and education organization. SFBBBO has been monitoring these ponds for over 20 years and we have the data to establish a scientific baseline against which to measure change. We have a current research presence in the south bay. This, combined with our wide ranging partnerships, our growing base of members and volunteers in the south bay and our Science Advisory Board, positions SFBBBO to take a leadership role in the Project.

It is vital that SFBBBO expand to meet this challenge and the first requirement is a larger, more accessible facility. There currently is no single venue providing comprehensive interpretation of the project to the general public. We welcome all of your suggestions and advice as we begin the search for a new home for SFBBBO.

~Janet Hanson
Executive Director
Thanks to our California Fall Challenge
8th Annual Event

It was another year of “best evers” in the annals of SFBBO’s California Fall Challenge! We are pleased to announce the CFC’s best ever year for total funds raised at nearly $33,000! There are still a few pledges out there to be collected so we will go just a bit higher.

The Fall Challenge success owes credit to a whole host of supporters. Those who chased down both birds and sponsors, those who led teams to find those birds, those who sponsored those chasers, ALL deserve a big round of applause!

Veteran CFC birder Bonnie Bedford-White repeated her shock-and-awe performance with an outstanding fundraising effort in the 2004 Challenge. With an amazing total of $5,100, Bonnie was far out in front of the pack on the race for prized Alaska trip aboard Discovery Voyages. Our top Rookie is new Board Member Lisa Myers, who won a beautiful jacket and duffle from Patagonia (for Alaska next year maybe!).

Excellent trip reports were received from Team Leaders Lisa Myers, Phil Gordon, Francis Toldi and Rick Fournier. Look for these “Rosetta Stones” to county birding in future editions of The Stilt.

And finally please join us in thanking the host of 2004 CFC Sponsors and in congratulating the 2004 California Fall Challenge Committee who spent many hours working together to bring you this “best ever” CFC.

~Janet Hanson
Executive Director

Bonnie Bedford-White wins the Alaska Cruise for being the top fundraiser two years in a row.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM NAME</th>
<th>TRIP DATE</th>
<th>MEMBERS’ NAMES (*CAPTAIN)</th>
<th>COUNTY</th>
<th>CO. TOTAL</th>
<th>NO. OF SPECIES SEEN</th>
<th>% OF LIST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Refugees</td>
<td>Oct. 7, 2004</td>
<td>Mike Mammoser, Mike Rogers, Francis Toldi</td>
<td>Merced</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>0.6479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Terrill, Steve Rovell, Mike Rogers</td>
<td>Monterey</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>0.6096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagrants</td>
<td>Sept. 25, 2004</td>
<td>Francos Toldi, Grant Hoyt, Dick Stovel</td>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>0.5299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shasta County</td>
<td>Oct. 6, 2004</td>
<td>Bob and Carol Yutzy</td>
<td>Shasta</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>0.5246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camping Chickadees</td>
<td>Oct. 7, 2004</td>
<td>Sherry Hudson, Gina Barton, Alvaro Jaramillo</td>
<td>San Mateo</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.5224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OVERALL - Most Money Raised
1st Bonnie Bedford-White $5,100.00
2nd Mike Mammoser $2,739.00
3rd Lou Young $2,328.00
4th Lisa Myers $1,400.00
5th Karen DeMello $1,200.00

STAFF - Most Money Raised
1st Sherry Hudson $4,001.00
2nd Gina Barton $2,143.00
3rd Janet Hanson $1,000.00
4th Cheryl Strong $893.00

MOST SPONSORS
Bonnie Bedford-White 100

$500 Plus Club
Bonnie Bedford-White $5,100
Sherry Hudson $4,001
Mike Mammoser $2,739
Lou Young $2,328
Gina Barton $2,143
Lisa Myers $1,400
Janet Hanson $1,000
Cheryl Strong $893
Jan Hintermeister $875
Jennifer Krauel $830
Karim al-Khafaji $760
Gerry Ellis $603
Scott Terrill $500

MOST SPECIES SEEN IN A SINGLE COUNTY
Scott Terrill,
Steve Rovell,
Mike Rogers Monterey 178 species

2004 CFC COMMITTEE
Jan Hintermeister, Chair
Bonnie Bedford-White
Gerry Ellis
Alvaro Jaramillo
Jennifer Krauel
Mike Mammoser
Mark Paxton
Photos by Dave Johnston
Web genius: Sharon Miyako

2004 CFC GUIDED TEAM LEADERS
Rick Fournier Mark Paxton
Phil Gordon Mike Rogers
Alvaro Jaramillo Scott Terrill
Lisa Myers Francis Toldi

SAVE THE DATE
SFBBO Annual Volunteer Appreciation Dinner
FEBRUARY 16TH
Details to be announced.
Keep an eye on the website, enews, and your mailbox for more information.
2004 FALL CHALLENGE SPONSORS

Cheryl Adams, R.J. Adams and Monika Davis, Valerie Adamski, Steven and Karen Akimoto, Norman and Melvia Akiya, Jr., Amal Al-Khafaji, Karim Al-khafaji, Paul and Joan Armer, C. Mark Armstrong and Marissa Prandini, Lisa Arsenault, Joel Avila, Patricia Bacon, Charles and Suzy Baldwin, George and Irma Baldwin, Kathy Baldwin, Erik Balin, Joyce Bartlett, Irene Beardsley, Virginia Becchine, Laurie Bechtler, Richard and Doris Bedford, Bonnie Bedford-White and Richard White, Jon Benner, Craig Benson and Julie Eccles-Benson, Peg Bernucci, George Bing, Pat Bitton, Laura Black, William Black, Jennifer Boisvert, Joseph Bond, Jr., Jeff Bornfeld and Jan Carothers, Mary Bothe, Susan Brain, J.D. Bramlett, Neil Brandt, Philip Bransford and Kristin Tergen, Summer Brusel, Phyllis Browning, Raymond Brulotte, Deborah Brusco, Pascal Bruyere and Chi Yuan, Juliette Bryson, Rebecca Burleigh, David Burnham, Doug Campbell, Mary Cardoza, Floyd Carley, Richard Casterley, Ted Chandik, Noelle Chao, Les Chibana and Mary Hackenbrook, Ray and Dorthe Clarke, Luke Cole, Rita Colwell, Ken and Priscilla Conners, Anthony and Wendy Cooper, Mario and Keri Cooper, Yorina Cooper, Christopher Cordova, Charles and Joan Coston, Peter Cowan, Dennis and Sylvia Cox, Trevor Creary, Eve Cunyn-Hanson and David Hanson, Gabriel Dalbed and Lisa Hays, Maryann Danielson, Mr. Peter Danzig, Courtenay Dawson-Roberts, Janice and Frank Delfino, Jeff DeMello, Karen DeMello, Karen DeMello, Catherine DeRivera, Margaret DiMaria, Evangeline Doctolero, Lisa and William Dove, Deanna Dubois, Jean and Pat Dubois, Nancy and Daniel Dudek, Susan Dunavan, Anne Dunham, Pamela Earl, Helen Elawsky, Gerry Ellis, Lorrie and Ron Emery, Gillian Fairclough, Arleen Feng, Michael Feser and Juana Rudati, Pat Filice, Kurt Flaig, Erica Fleishman, Patricia Forsythe, Russ and Marilyn Fowler, Jennifer Fredericks, Lillian Fujii and Steven Hayashi, Harold Fukuma, Josephine Gandolfi, Christina Garcia and Marcelino Madrigal, Ann Garvin, Rebecca Gates, Joseph and Estela Genduso, Lynda and Daniel Gentry, Harriet Gerson, Steve Glover, Irma and Al Gonzalez, Thomas Goodier, Phil and Pat Gordon, Helen Green, Katherine Greene, Kenneth Greenwood and Sonia Jacob, Thomas Grote, Susan Guers, Reid and Sharon Gustafson, Joan and David Hadden, Terrie Haley, Bruce Hamilton, Eleanor Hansen, Tamara Hansen, Janet and Jay Hanson, Pat Hartley, Ingrid Havneraa, Michael Hayes, Philip Hedges, William Hepburn, William Hepburn, Kathy and Bill Herrington, Jan Hintermeister, Malcolm Hodges, Jr., Rick Holden and Sandy Moll, David Houston, Stanley Huang and Helen Choy, Leonard Hudson, Patrick Humphrey, Lee Hung and Mike Danzenbaker, Brian and Linda Hutchins-Knowles, Jean Hyland, John and Janet Hyland, Patrick Hyland, Richard Jeffers, Paula Johannsen, Dorothy Johnson, Joanna Johnson, R. Kent Johnson, David Johnston, Ph.D., Hannah Kain, Kristine Karnos, Danielle Kaschube, Carol Kassab, Donald and Nicki Kerns, Karen Khan, Julie Klingmann, Gerald and Rosette Koech, Sesi and Vanessa Kottapalli, Alexis Krauel, E.W. and Joy Krauel, Jennifer Krauel, B.J. and S. Lakshminarayanan, Thomas and Sally Lambert, Peter and Sue LaTournette, Gayle Legderwood, Charlotte Lee, Diane Lee, Peter and Ellen Lee, William Lee, Yvette Leung and Liwen Mah, Kathryn Levine, Ruth Levine, Lora Lewis, Karen List, Andrea Lorenz, Angela Lucas, John Luther, Nelle Lyons, Christian and Jeff Machler, Chris MacIntosh, Julie and Robert MacLean, Tim and Leslie Maier, Dennis Makovec, Mr. Michael Mammoser, Shirley Mammoser, Larry and Judie Manning, Lilly Marin, Gabe Martinez, Steven and Kathryn Marzolf, Daniel and Corinne Mauri, Richard and Tondra McGrath, John McLemore and Clysta Seney, Deborah McMurray, Georganne Meadows and George Galbraith, Ramsey and Marlene Melugin, Mona Mena, Kristin Meuser, S.B. Meyer, Susan Michelle and Greg Jepsen, Kathleen Mills and Michael Haley, Robert and Virginia Mitchell, Parker Monroe and Paula Gambis, Delma Montes, Eugenie Moore, Sandy and Stephen Moore, Joseph Morlan, Joelle Buffa, Trish Mulvey, Kevin and Heather Murphy, Daniel Murrey and Katie Oates, Jean Myers, Lisa Myers, Gururaja Nittur, Scott Norton, Scott Norton, Joanne O’Dea, Lynn Overtree, John and Nena Padley, Ed and Kathleen Pandolfini, Adrianna Pappas, Kim Parker, Barry and Leslie Parr, Carol Parsons, Rain-Fone Peng, Marisa Peterman, Thoi Pham, David Pitzen, Sara Polgar, Thomas and Louise Radcliffe, Jai Ranganathan, Beth Reeder, David Rice, Gail Richardson, Gail Richardson, Angela Roberts, Darlene Robinson, Michael Rogers and Alma Kali, Robert and Theresa Rosencrantz, Jerra Rowland, Riva Rubnitz, Jennifer Ryckena and Peggy Macres, Mary Ann Sande, Barbara and Daniel Schaub, Jim and Mary Jo Scheibl, Jim Schneider, Joan Scott, Maria Scranton, Jean Shadomy, Kevin Shepard, Marianne Shepard, Patrick and Geraldine Shepard, Martin and Barbara Sidor, Nancy Silva, Robin Smith, Rodney Smith, Terri Somers, Geetha Srikant, Jen Stankiewicz, Michelle Steinauer, John Sterling, Thomas Stewart and Martha Castillo, Mark and Mary Stoering, Richard Stovel, Dan Strickman, Thomas Striker, Brian Strong and Wilma Linsky, Earl and Gail Strong, Ralph and Barbara Strong, Peter and Susan Talbot, Helen Tashjian, Tashjian Towers Corporation, Barbara and Andre Tenyenhuus, Nola Theobald, Leiliann Thomas, Francis Toldi, Francis Toldi, J. M. Toyoshima, Marilyn and George Trabert, Michael Trahan, Chuly Tran, Ruth and Gene Troetschler, Suzanne Van Stee, Phil Vanderloenen, Ann Verdi, Linda Vik and John Heidtbrink, Anne Virtue, S. Volkmann, Bill Walker and Mary Wisniewski, George Wallace, Sheree Wang, Ron Watson, Michael and Terri Watters, Sherri Weeks, Carol Werner, Robert and Marilyn White, Susan Wicks, Doug and James Stinson/ Wild Birds Unlimited, Asher Williams, Bill and Jackie Willingham, Laura Willner, Thomas Wilshusen, Brad and April Winchester, Shirley Wodtke, Frederick Wolin, Debbie Wong and Tadd Ottman, Gerald Young, Lou and Jean Young, Shridur Youssef, Bob and Carol Yutzy, David and Jean Znidarsic, Elayne Zuber,
Our thanks to these supporters of the Observatory...

MEMBERSHIP

We wish to recognize our Membership for their generous gifts to SFBBBO during the third quarter of 2004. Our sincere thanks!

CORPORATE PARTNERS

Intel Inc., United Way Silicon Valley, Partner in Avian Conservation, Regina and Ralph Anavy

SUPPORTER


ASSOCIATE

Gary Anwyl, Ann Brohmer, Joan Frisoli, Wally and Lois Goldfrank, Phil and Pat Gordon, Denise and David Hamilton, Yvette Leung and Liwen Mah, Julie and Robert MacLean, Michael and Mary Anne Melby, Dayton Misfeldt, Margaret and C.J. Panton, Rick and Laurie Roberts, Patricia and Steven Roth, Allen Royer, Kevin and Michelle Von Luehrte, Zona Walcott and Ron Goldthwaite, Peter White

INDIVIDUAL

David Andrysak, Kim Autrey, Pat Bitton, Barbara Borthwick, William Carney, Paul and Marijane Chestnut, Marie Culwell, Anna DeVine, Marianne Dieckmann, Joseph Dlugo, Mike Feighner, Peter Grunow, Anne Harrington, William Hull, Cathy Janis, Hannah Kain, Roland and Patricia Kenner, Thomas Konno, Bob and Sharon Lutman, Melanie Lutz, Nelle Lyons, Harold and Beverly May, David McIntyre, Peter Metropolus, Thomas and Lorraine Myers, Kimberly Nicholls, Carol Oda, Joseph Fodolsky, Donald and Dietlind Price, Kirstan Price, Hollis Reed, Robert Reiling, Laurel Rezeau, Gail Richardson, Glenn Rogers, Steve and Heather Rottenborn, Geetha Srikantan, Peter Sullins, John Trone, Stephen and Judy Walker, Paul White, Marilyn Wojcik, Shu-Chieh Wu, Carolyn Yale, Elayne Zuber

SENIOR / STUDENT

R. Jay Andree, Erling Belland, Pat Bitton, Audrey Butcher, Jack Cole, Ed Gustafson, Harold and Eleanor Lipton, John and Betty MacDonald, Joseph Morlan, Caroline Nabeta, Grace Sain, Ruth Scarborough, Cynthia Slate, Judith Spiteri, Beverley Strong, Dolores Taller, Wallace and Sylvia Tsang, Frank and Winona Young

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Scott Terrill, Ph.D., PRESIDENT
Jennifer Krauel, VICE-PRESIDENT
Lisa Myers, SECRETARY
Joella Buffa
John McLemore
S.B. Meyers
Gerry Ellis

STAFF

Janet Tashjian Hanson
Executive Director
Eric Feuss
Office Manager, Biologist
Sharon Miyako
Outreach Specialist
Alvaro Jaramillo
Interim Science Director
Gina Barton
Biologist
Anne Hanson
Biologist
Sherry Hudson
Biologist
Cheryl Strong
Biologist
Laura Weiss
Education Specialist

From the Executive Director

If you wish to discuss any aspect of the Observatory’s work, please write to me at jthanson@sfbbo.org or at P.O. Box 247, Alviso CA 95002, or call me at 408-946-6548. I am always pleased to talk with any of our wonderful supporters.

The San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory is a 501(c)(3) non-profit corporation. All memberships, contributions and gifts are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

SFBBO
Telephone: 408/946-6548
Fax: 408/946-9279
Email: sfbbo@sfbbo.org
Web site: www.sfbbo.org

The Stilt is a quarterly publication of the San Francisco Bay Bird Observatory. Graphic design by Proteus Graphics, Palo Alto. Printed on recycled paper by The Robots Printing Company, Mountain View. Permission to reprint any portion of it, call the Observatory at 408/946-6548.
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The Bird Observatory is located at 1290 Hope Street in Alviso, behind the historic Bayside Canning Co. building. If you would like to visit the office or our Coyote Creek Field Station, please call in advance.

Board meetings are held monthly and are open to the Membership. Call the Observatory for dates and times.
We are pleased to introduce the newest members of SFBBO’s Board of Directors:

**Joelle Buffa** is a wildlife biologist with the San Francisco Bay National Wildlife Refuge.

**S. B. Meyers** is an engineer and a former ornithology student of R. Mewaldt. She lives in San Jose.

**Lisa Myers** is the owner of *Let’s Go Birding*, a fledgling enterprise helping new birders get started with the sport.

**John McLemore** recently retired from business but is still politically active as a member of the Santa Clara City Council, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission and several other nonprofit boards.

**Welcome to you all!**

Our profound gratitude goes to departing Board Members **Jan Hintermeister** and **Lou Young**. Both have made invaluable contributions to the Observatory, of their time and expertise. Their level of care and attention made much progress possible for SFBBO and we’re pleased that they’ve both agreed to serve as ex officio board members.

**STAFF NEWS**

SFBBO Biologist **Cheryl Strong** and husband Dave Thomson are expecting their first offspring in January 2005. (And yes, Snowy Plover surveys are still on!)

We welcome two new staff members: Biologist **Anne Hanson**, Ph.D., a recent graduate from U.C. Davis in animal behavior, and **Laura Weiss**, Education Specialist, who is a Peace Corps veteran.

SFBBO Outreach Specialist **Sharon Miyako** has accepted a part-time assignment while she pursues graduate work.

**Alvaro Jaramillo** and his wife Kat welcomed son Pablo last year; Al acts as SFBBO’s Interim Science Director while still leading selected international trips.

And we are sad to lose the multi-talented biologist and erstwhile office manager **Eric Feuss**, as he returns to the tech world at Adobe. We wish him and his family the best of luck and welcome him into his new role as one of SFBBO’s most extraordinary volunteers!